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Introduction 
 
Welcome to the TVS family. We are looking forward to a successful cooperation! 
 
This TVS Dealer manual will guide you through your TVS Dealership.  Please read all information carefully and 
perform all further steps accordingly. This document covers almost all subjects, from installation and activation 
of the flash tool to ordering replacements parts etc. 
 

Please email us the following information so we can add you to the Dealer locator on our website, our 

notifications mailing group and the TVS notifications Whatsapp group. The following information is needed: 

1) Company name: 

2) Full company address (incl. country): 

3) Website: 

4) Representative name: 

5) Phone Number: 

6) Email adress: 

Please send all information by email to sales@tvsengineering.nl 

 

If anything is not clear please feel free to contact us by email: sales@tvsengineering.nl 
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1. Contact information 
 

TVS Engineering has several separated departments. Please always contact the right department directly to 

avoid any miscommunication and unnecessary delays.  Below the most common subjects and their contact 

details are listed. 

 

1) General dealer enquiries 

sales@tvsengineering.nl    

 

2) Software requests & support 

dirk@tvsengineering.nl 

Whatsapp: +31 657 993 029 

 

3) Flashtool support & personal flashers  

rico@tvsengineering.nl 

Whatsapp: +31 640 255 292 

 

4) Parts-supply  

parts@tvsengineering.nl 

Whatsapp: +31 636 349 316 

 

5) Tuning hardware  

duncan@tvsengineering.nl 

 

6) Diagnostics support & repair advice 

info@dsgdokter.nl 

Whatsapp: +31 640 056 221 

 

7) Finance & Administration:  

order@tvsengineering.nl 

 

Please note that our business hours are from 9:00 until 18:00 Amsterdam time (CET / CEST). 

Software requests & support (2), flashtool support (3) and part-supply (4) emails are usually answered within  

1-3 business hours.  If anything is urgent please confirm by whatsapp to the correct phone number as listed 

above. All other (less urgent) emails are answered within 1 working day. 

Please always contact us by email or whatsapp and not by phone  

Additional information about requesting software, flashtool support, parts ordering etc. can be found further in 

this document. 
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2. Dealer download section  
 
Please log in to the download section on our website for all necessary information: 

 

  http://www.tvsengineering.nl/nl/dealer  

 

  Username: dealer 

  Password: 2018 

 

Here the following information can be found: 

 

  - TVS Dealer instruction manual 

  - Flashtool program & instructions 

   - Actual pricelists 

   - Promotion material 

   - Repair information 

   - Tuning hardware 
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3. Flashtool instructions 
 

This paragraph covers the flashtool installation, activation and usage instructions. 

For additional support about this subject please our flashtool support: 

 

  Flashtool support & tuning hardware  

  rico@tvsengineering.nl 

  Whatsapp: +31 640 255 292 

3.1 Flashtool basics  
 

TVS TCM flashtool 

- TCM tool interface 

- USB cable (flasher to pc connection) 

- OBD Cable (flasher to OBD socket) 

The TVS TCM flashtool is a programming device which allows TVS 

Dealers to read and reprogram all supported Gearboxes and Engines. 

Reprogramming can only be done through TVS, therefore all needed 

files will have to come from TVS directly. Laptop with at least 

Windows XP OS required.  

 

The TVS TCM flashtool will be the minimum required equipment for a TVS Dealer! 

 

DSG Adapter cable set 

- Gearbox adapter cables (DQ200, DQ250, etc.) 

- Gearbox adapter cable to OBD adapter 

The adapter cable set will be needed for direct mechatronic reading in 

case a (DSG) software version is not available in the TVS database or in 

case special programming procedures are required. 

We always recommend TVS cables to avoid issue. If third party cables are used, 

remember that the TCM tool OBD cable should always be used! Therefore, 

gearbox adapter cables can only work if equipped with a male OBD connector.   

 

The DSG Adapter cables set is optional but highly recommended! 

Personal Flasher 

- OBD Dongle 

- USB adapter cable 

The TVS Flash Personal Flasher is a programming device which allows end 

users to reprogram the Gearbox and/or Engine of their vehicles themselves.  

Its functionality is similar to the TVS TCM flashtool instead this one is for end 

users directly and works only on one car. 
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3.2 Flashtool generation information 
 

 

The TVS TCM flashtool package contains 3 parts:  

 

  - TCM tool interface 

  - USB cable (flasher to pc connection) 

  - OBD Cable (flasher to OBD socket) 

 

Make sure all products are in good condition and not damaged 

during transport.  

The OBD cable that comes with the package tool specific, only this OBD cable 

will work. Other universal OBD cables, even if they fit the connector on the tool, 

will NOT work.  Therefore never lose the TVS OBD cable!! 

 

The TVS OBD cable can be recognized by the XD-1000 logo on top of the OBD 

connector.  Always use the XD-1000 OBD cable that came with the flashtool 

package!! Even in case of direct mechatronic reading you must always use the 

XD-1000 cable and never connect any other cable directly to the TCM tool. The 

TVS OBD cable pin-out is different than common OBD cables and therefore 

common OBD cables will not work!! 

 

Never open the TCM tool interface or warranty will be void and further consequences will follow. 

 

3.3 Flashtool installation 
 

 

The TCM tool installer can be found on the download section on our website. 

Installation is easy, just run the ‘’TCM_tool_Installion.exe’’ executable and follow the instructions.   

Always sign the ‘’ install TCM tool usb driver’’ box! 

After correct installation you will be able to open the TCM tool program from the selected installation path. 

The tool is correctly installed if you get the message ‘’ You may require the license’’. If this message is shown 

you can continue on the next page; 3.5 Flashtool activation. 

 

In case any problems occur during or after the installation please check: 

 

1) Anti-virus interference 

  - Disable the anti-virus for testing, and if it works at the TCM tool appl. to the exceptions list. 

 

2) Drivers signature issues on some Windows 10 64-bit systems 

  - If the TCM tool USB driver is not correctly recognize disable the driver signature verification  

    by following this link: https://www.howtogeek.com/167723/ 
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3.4 Flashtool user interface 
 

After correctly installation the TCM tool application can be executed. This paragraph describes the basic TCM 

tool application functionality. Please note that the flash tool is not activated yet, this will be done in chapter 3.5 

Flashtool activation. 

 

 

 

 

1. File – Exit    Exit application function only 
2. Hardware – Tool info  Tool license update feature, only needed if instructed by TVS  
3. Log     Export log function 

  Copy Log  Feature to copy the extracted ECU ID data to the clipboard of the pc 
  Save Log  Feature to save the extracted ECU data to a text document  

4. About   TCM tool application information 
5. X button   Close application button 
6. Selector   Click to open the dropdown menu for protocol selection 
7. Identify   This function allows the user to identify the selected ECU 
8. Read   This function allows the user to read the selected ECU (if possible) 
9. Program   This function allows the user to program the selected ECU 
10. Tools   Internal use only – not applicable to user 
11. Options   Internal use only – not applicable to user 

 
 

 
The following paragraphs will describe the TCM tool application functionality in detail. 
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3.5 Flashtool activation 
 

The TVS TCM tool needs to be activated by using the license update feature in the TCM tool program.  

A full instruction video can be found in the following folder in the dealer download section on our website:  

 

  TCM Flasher program & instructions\Flashtool instructions\General instructions 

The instructions are also listed below: 

1. Connect the Flashtool to the pc and start the TCM Tool program 
2. Click “Hardware” in the top menu and select “Tool info” 
3. Click “Refresh” so the tool coding reference numbers will be shown. 

 
- Example: 
 
  SN : 9202 
  HR : 3607776212 
  LR : 944317390 
  LE : 667643832 
  CR : 1873203820 
 
Note: the coding reference numbers are tool hardware, tool status and license specific. 
 

4. If the coding reference numbers are shown continue with step 5. 
 
If after pressing ‘’refresh’’ an error occurs the tool is not correct installed! Go back to paragraph 3.3. 
 

5. Select the shown coding reference numbers and copy it into a text document, or paste it directly into an 
email, and send it to Dirk@TVSengineering.nl. Always copy-paste the data into an email and don’t use a 
print screen feature or similar as this won’t work. 
 

6. After receiving the activation string from TVS copy-paste this string in the fill out box in the  

‘’ Hardware : Tool Info ‘’ screen and click ‘’Hardware Coding’’ 

 

Note: be carefully with copy-pasting the string as additional spaces in front or behind the string won’t   

           let you activate the tool! (coding data length error will be shown) 

 

7. If all is performance correctly:  ‘’Coding OK!’’ will be shown and the tool is ready for usage. 
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3.6 Flashtool usage 
 

Now the TCM tool is fully functional the programming can begin. This paragraph will instruct how to use the 

flashtool. Only the flashtool instructions can be found here, for the actual software requests refer to chapter 4 

software requests.  

3.6.1 Identifying ECUs & TCUs 

 

Identifying the ECU or TCU can easily be done by selecting the desired ECU or TCU protocol in the protocol 

selector pull down menu [6] in the TCM tool application and pressing the identify button [7]. Identification of 

any ECU or TCU must always be done through the OBD port unless otherwise instructed by TVS.   

For new dealers and in some cases also for existing dealers it might be difficult to tell which protocol must be 

selected. There is no short list that covers all models and protocols, but the list below will give an indication.  

 

 

DSG model Type Gears Config Model vehicle 
          

DQ200GEN1 0AM 7-FWD Transverse Smaller VAG vehicles, Polo, Golf, A3, Yeti etc. from 2007 - 2013 with small engines 1.0-1.9L 

DQ200GEN2 0AM 7-FWD Transverse Smaller VAG vehicles, Polo, Golf, A3, Yeti etc. from  2013 onwards with small engines 1.0-1.9L 

DQ200MQB 0CW 7-FWD Transverse Smaller MQB VAG vehicles, Polo, Golf, A3, Yeti etc. from 2013 onwards with small engines 1.0-1.9L 

DQ200MQBGEN2 0CW 7-FWD Transverse Smaller MQB VAG vehicles, Polo, Golf, A3, Yeti etc. from 2015 onwards with small engines 1.0-1.9L 

          

DQ250Cxx 02E 6-FWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Golf, Octavia, Superb, A3, etc. from 2004 - 2007 with 1.6-3.6L engines 

DQ250Exx 02E 6-FWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Golf, Octavia, Superb, A3, etc. from 2008 - 2009 with 1.6-3.6L engines 

DQ250Fxx 02E 6-FWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Golf, Octavia, Superb, A3, etc. from 2010 - 2013 with 1.6-3.6L engines 

DQ250MQB 0D9 6-FWD Transverse Medium MQB VAG vehicles, Golf, Octavia, Superb, A3, etc. from 2013 onwards with 1.6-3.6L engines 

          

DQ380 0DE 7-FWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Golf, Passat, Terramont etc. from 2015 onwards with 2.0-3.6 engines 

DQ381 0GC 7-AWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Golf, Passat, Terramont etc. from 2015 onwards with 2.0-3.6 engines 

DQ500 0BH, 0BT 7-AWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, Transporter, Tiguan, Q3 etc. from 2015 onwards with 2.0-3.6 engines 

DQ500MQB  0DL 7-AWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, RS3 8V, Passat B9 etc. from 2015 onwards with 2.0-3.6 engines 

DQ500MQB Bosch 0DL 7-AWD Transverse Medium VAG vehicles, RS3 8V, TTRS 8S, Passat B9 etc. from 2015 onwards with 2.0-3.6 engines 

          

DL382 0CK 7-FWD Longitudinal Larger VAG vehicles with FWD, A4 etc. from 2013 onwards with 2.0-3.0 engines 

DL501GEN1 0B5 7-AWD Longitudinal Larger VAG vehicles, A4, A5, S5, Q3 etc. from 2013 onwards with 2.0-4.0 engines 

DL501GEN2 0B5 7-AWD Longitudinal Larger VAG vehicles, A4, A5, S5, Q3 etc. from 2013 onwards with 2.0-4.0 engines 

 

Please note that identification will work as long as the generation of the vehicle is correct. So as long as you 

select engine or gearbox and MQB or not MQB you will get an ID. If no ID is obtained, and it is not clear which 

protocol has to be used, just try another protocol until you get an ID.  

Identification procedure: 

1) Connect the TCM tool to USB of the laptop and the OBD of the vehicle and turn on the ignition 

2) Open the TCM tool application and select the correct protocol, or the protocol you think is correct.  

3) Press the ‘’Identify’’ button and wait until identification data is shown. 

4) Use the Log [3] and save log feature to save the extracted ID in a text document.  
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Selecting the desired protocol: 
 

 
 
 
Waiting on the ID to be extracted (takes about 5 seconds): 
 
 

 
 
   
  Note: If no ID can be extracted the connection is not correct or the ignition is not turned.  
    Contact our flashtool support for further instructions (see 1. Contact information)  
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ID data shown after correctly extracting the ECU or TCU identification data: 
 
 

 
 
 
Saving the extracted ID using the save log function of the TCM tool: 
 
 

 
 
 
The actual software request procedure is described in chapter 4.   
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3.6.2 Reading ECUs & TCUs 

 

Reading the software from any ECU or TCU is normally only needed in case TVS instructs to.   

TCU reading must always be done at the mechatronic. ECU reading, in case possible, must be done at the OBD. 

TCU Reading procedure: 

1) Connect the TCM tool to USB of the laptop and directly to the TCU using the correct adapter cable 

2) Always use the XD1000 OBD cable to the TCM tool as stated in 3.2 General Information. 

3) Connect the power cables from the adapter cable to the battery of the vehicle. 

4) Power on the TCU using the power switch in the gearbox adapter cable OBD housing. 

5) Identify the gearbox by using the correct protocol (TVS will give guidance after instruction to read) 

6) After receiving the identification it is sure that the cables are all correctly installed so proceed with step 7. 

7) Switch the power to the TCU OFF using the same switch in the gearbox adapter cable OBD housing 

8) Power on the TCU using the switch again and quickly proceed with step 9. 

9) Press the read button [8] so the file save window will open. 

10) Choose the name and path for the new file will be generated  (preferably the VIN by copy&pasting) 

11) Press the save button so the actual reading procedure will start. 

12) If for some reason the reading doesn’t work, power off ignition, power on ignition and continue at step 9. 

13) The reading process will start and will take 2-20 minutes pending on ECU type and protocol. 

14) After the reading is finished the message ‘’ reading ok’’ will pop up and the files will be saved. 

 

Note: Some TCU’s will not read if the reading starts not within 5 seconds after powering on the TCU! Therefore     

           it might be needed to read directly after powering on the TCU without pressing identify first. This is  

          especially needed on Bosch DQ380, DQ381 and DQ500 Gearboxes/Mechatronics, and these needed an  

          additional coding reset as described in 3.6.4.2 as well.    

 

Choosing the file name and select the desired path to save the file to: 
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Actual reading is in progress: 

 

 

 
Reading is successfully finished: 
 
 

 
 

 

Engine reading procedure is basically the same, only then the TCM tool needs to be connected to the OBD 

instead of the TCU directly. 
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3.6.3 Programming ECUs & TCUs 

 

Basically writing is the same procedure as reading only it has to be done through the OBD and the file which 

needs to be written must be selected. It MUST always be done at the OBD unless TVS instructs otherwise. 

TCU & ECU programming procedure: 

1) Connect the TCM tool to USB of the laptop and to the OBD of the vehicle. 

2) Turn on the ignition of the vehicle and identify the correct TCU or ECU (3.6.1 Identifying ECUs & TCUs) 

3) The TVS file always tells which protocol to use!! See note below. 

4) Identify the gearbox by using the correct protocol (TVS will give guidance after instruction to read). 

5) Click ‘’Program to open the file selection window. 

6) Select the file you want to write into the TCU or ECU memory. 

7) Wait until the message ‘’ECU has been successfully programmed’’ message appears. 

8) Do not touch any cables, laptop or anything else in or near the car during the writing procedure! 

9) Turn off ignition for 10 seconds and the writing procedure is done. 

Interruption of the programming process might destroy the ECU or TCU. Always put the laptop on a safe place 

during programming and do not touch or move it during the process. Also make sure the car battery is in good 

condition and the voltage is correct and sufficient during the complete programming procedure. In case of any 

doubt always add a battery charger to the car AND laptop. 

 

Note: The file received from TVS always instructs the right protocol to use, so for example: 

 

  - DQ200GEN1 VER1 XXX = DQ200 GEN1 protocol 

  - DQ200GEN2 VER1 XXX = DQ200 GEN2 protocol 

  - DQ250EXX VER1  = DQ250 Exx protocol 

 

Selecting the file that needs to be programmed: 
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Actual programming in progress: 
 
 

 
 
 
Programming succesfully finished:  
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3.6.4 Special procedures 

 

In some cases special procedures are needed.  

3.6.4.1  HPP – High Performance Patching 

 

High Performance Patching or HPP is a special feature which adds additional functionality to the DQ250 TCU 

resulting in better performance on higher torque control. This feature is currently needed for stage 3 and 4 

tuning files for the following models: 

- DQ250 Exx 

- DQ250 Fxx 

- DQ250 MQB 

Please refer to the HPP instruction video found in the flashtool instruction\special instruction folder in the 

download section on our website for an instruction video. This manual doesn’t cover any pictures about this 

special procedure as the video will give much clearer instructions. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT IT IS VERY CRITICAL TO FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS EXACTLY AS DESCRIBED DURING THE 

PROCESS!! THE TCU WILL BE DAMAGED BEYOND REPAIR IF PERFORMED INCORRECTLY. 

HPP procedure: 

1) Connect the TCM tool directly to the mechatronic 

2) Open the TCM tool application 

3) Select the ECU type & identify the ECU to ensure the connections are correct 

4) Go to options and select ''Patch for High Performance'' 

5) Read all the instructions very carefully.  

6) Click '' Enter TVS patching mode '' (no need to power up anything yet) 

7) Power up the Mechatronic using the switch in the gearbox adapter cable OBD housing. 

8) After powering up, click OK 

 

NOW THE PROGRAMMING PART STARTS!! FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 

OTHERWISE THE MECHATRONIC WILL BE DAMAGED BEYOND REPAIR!!! 

 

9) Power off the Mechatronic using the switch in the gearbox adapter cable OBD housing 

10) Now, timing is essential. Click OK, and directly power up the Mechatronic after that (within 1-2 

seconds, the sooner the better but first click OK!!) 

11) Sometimes, you need to do this process a couple of times until we are in patching mode. 

12) When patching mode is active, please click ''backup ECU and prepare for High Performance Patching'' 

13) DON'T REMOVE POWER DURING THIS PROCESS!! IF THERE IS ANY ISSUE, CONTACT TVS DIRECTLY. 

NEVER POWER OFF!!!! 

14) Wait until the message: ''The ECU has been successfully prepared for High Perfomance tuning'' 

appears. 

15) After receiving this message, you can click ok and the patching procedure is done. 

16) Turn power off and reconnect the mechatronic to the vehicle. Futher programming is done through 

the OBD 

  Notes:  - never lose both backup files .tvsbkp & .tvsbkp.cert  

   - Don’t change the extension of these files 
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3.6.4.2  TCU coding change instructions 

 

Sometimes TCU coding changes are needed. For example for the DQ380, DQ381 and D500MQB Bosch it is 

needed to set the coding to 0018 (Hex) to enable reading at the mechatronic. Coding changes need to be done 

through the OBD with the vehicle fully operational (so also no immobilizer issues due replaced TCUs, ECUs 

etc.). 

Coding change procedure: 

1) Connect the TCM tool to the OBD of the vehicle and to the laptop 

2) Open the TCM tool application 

3) Turn ignition on of the vehicle 

4) Select the TCU protocol and press identify to verify communication to the TCU is correct 

5) Please note that the OBD ID coding is in HEX format! 

6) Go to Options – Ecu coding  

7) Select the manual option and press read 

8) Change the shown 20 (14H)  to 24 (18H). Note that coding here is in DEC format. 

9) Press write and wait a couple of seconds 

10) Press read again to verify if the TCU accepted the coding correctly  

11) If after pressing read again 24 is shown the procedure is performed correct 

12) Turn ignition off and you are finished 

Please note that the OBD ID shows the coding in HEX format and the Coding feature in the tool in DEC format: 

  - HEX  0014 = DEC 0020 

  - HEX 0018  = DEC 0024 

An instruction video will be available in the download section on our website soon. 
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3.7 Flashtool updates 
 
The TCM tool application is a continuously evolving flashtool application. Therefore it is wise to check at least 
monthly for the most current release. The most current release can always be found on the download section 
on our website. 
 
Updates can be done by just running the latest installer, or by manually transferring the update from the 
update folder found in the download section on our website. Sometimes the update executable is newer than 
the installer; in that case transferring the executable only might be needed. 
 
All urgent updates will always be notified in the TVS chat. 
 

3.8 Personal Flashers 

 
The TVS Flash Personal Flasher is a programming device which allows end users to reprogram the Gearbox 

and/or Engine of their vehicles themselves.  They just need to connect the TVS Flash OBDII dongle to the OBDII 

port of their vehicle, run the TVS Flash application on their laptop and program the tune! 

The TVS Flash Personal Flasher is just an additional tool which helps to broaden the TVS Dealer network and 

their services. In any case, visiting a TVS Dealer directly for a TVS tune is highly recommended. By visiting a TVS 

Dealer, customers will get the best possible service, vehicle (gearbox) condition analysis, optional file 

customization and full protocols and features support. Especially the service and vehicle (gearbox) condition 

analysis is important, as this will give the maximum possible guarantee that the TVS Tunes work correctly and 

don’t cause any issues due malfunctioning hardware. Too often vehicles have DSG issues, even in some cases 

with TVS DSG software, which are in almost any case caused by malfunctioning hardware or incorrect engine 

software. Only TVS dealers can analyze, support, give correct guidance and help to resolve the issue by 

customization of the TVS tune or offering repairs in these situations. 

The TVS Flash Personal Flasher should only be used in the following 2 cases: 

1) Additional ''return back to stock'' service for existing customers 

2) New customers in case no TVS dealer is nearby 

 

1) Additional ''return back to stock'' service for existing customers 

TVS Dealers can offer their existing customers, so customers who already visited a TVS dealer and bought their 

TVS tune there directly, a TVS Flash Personal Flasher as additional ‘‘return back to stock'' service. This way, the 

customer will be able to return his car back to stock and retune it later without the need of revisiting a TVS 

Dealer. This service can be used for vehicles within the factory warranty. Please note the limited protocols and 

file stages availability as listed below! 

 

2) New customers in case no TVS dealer is nearby 

In case no TVS Dealer is nearby or a nearby TVS Dealer is not able to support a specific customer, TVS Flash 

Personal Flashers might be used to support customers directly. Please be aware that no vehicle condition check 

will be performed, only (by TVS Dealers) globally approved files are available, customization is not possible, 

support is limited and only limited protocols and files are available.  The supported protocols and file stages can 

be found in the list below.  
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The TVS Flash Personal Flasher features summarized: 

- No vehicles condition analysis 

  - File customization is not possible 

  - Limited support  

  - Limited protocols and tunes available 

Currently supported TCU models: 

 - DQ200GEN1    - DQ250CXX 

 - DQ200GEN2    - DQ250EXX 

 - DQ200MQBGEN1   - DQ250FXX 

 - DQ200MQBGEN2   - DQ250MQB 

 

 - DQ500     - DL501GEN1 

 - DQ500MQB     - DL501GEN2 

  - DQ500MQB Bosch   - DQ380 & DQ381 

Available tunes: 

 Most tunes up to stage 2+ are available! Special files and/or stage 3 or higher files are not  

  available. 

 

3.8.1 Personal flashers for TVS Dealers 

 

The TVS Flash Personal flasher is part of our new upcoming file server and credits system. This new system is 

not (fully) covered by the previous dealership contracts and therefore a new, updated contract is needed. The 

new contract covers the new upcoming file server and credits system and will cover the TVS Flash Personal 

Flashers as well. 

For more information please email Sales@TVSengineering.nl . 
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4. Software requests 

 
The instructions for correctly requesting software, ECU or TCU, can be found here. 

4.1 Requesting software 
 

1) Fill out the custom order software form 

2) Extract the TCU and/or ECU ID through the OBD and use the export log function to generate a .txt logfile 

3) Email both files to : Dirk@TVSEngineering.nl . Always put the VIN of the car in the subject of the EMAIL!! 

4) Confirm the order per whatsapp: 0031-657993029 

5) Wait until you receive the tuning files  

Especially for dealers from different time zones it might be wise to read the DSG directly from the mechatronic. 

So not only the ID but also a full read. This will make sure that we are always able to prepare a file, even when 

the file is not in our database yet.  This will eliminate the possibility of delay due not haven't the stock software 

in our database!! 

4.1.1 DSG software special instructions 

 

The following models need ''High Performance Patching'' for stage 3 and 4 DSG files (see 3.6.4.1) 

- DQ250 Exx 

- DQ250 Fxx 

- DQ250 MQB 

For these requests, it is therefore always needed to send both the ''BACKUP FILE'' and ''CERTIFICATE FILE'' 

together with the OBD ID and software request form in 1 email. 

4.2 Software pricing 
 
The actual software pricing lists can be found in the dealer download section on our website. 
 
All prices are excl. VAT and excl. Dealer discount (unless specified otherwise). 
 
An example the DSG software pricing can be found below: 
 

  
 
As you can see the pricing depends on the tuning stage (see 4.3 DSG stages explained), gearbox model and 
gearbox generation.  
 
The Generation (I, II or III) is the determining factor for the pricing, unless the car is from an older generation 
but newer year. In that case the year is the determining factor for the pricing. For example: 2015 NOT MQB 
CADDY will be charged as GEN III vehicle and not GEN II. 
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4.2.1 TVS software pricing & upgrade policy  

 

The TVS Engineering pricing and upgrade policy can be found below. Please note that there will always be 

exceptions and that a simple list can’t cover all possible cases.  However this list will give an accurate guide on 

how to handle certain cases. Also, once the server is ready everything needs to be updated again.   

         

       Note: all pricings are excluding dealer discounts!  

1. Software try-out/money back period:  
 
TVS offers customers a 48 hours software try-out period. During this period the car can be returned back to stock and 
the customer will get a full refund without any additional charge. This can be needed in case the customer is 
unsatisfied or mechanical issues occur.  
 
The return back to stock procedure must be done through the TVS system! 

2. Software modifications/fine tuning: 
 
TVS charges 198 EUR for all requested software modifications after  the initial order. Software changes needed due 
incorrect performance of the DSG will be free of charge during the first week after the initial order. 
 
Changes must always be requested by answering the original email. 

3. Software stage upgrades 

Within 1 year after the initial order all stage upgrades, for example a DSG stage 2+ to stage 3 upgrade, are charged as 

pricing difference to the next stage with a minimum of 198 EUR.     

 

After 1 year the stage upgrade will be charged as listed without any additional discount.  

4. Software combinations upgrades  

Within 24 hours after the initial order adding an Engine tune to a DSG tune or the other way around will be charged as 

package pricing.  

Within 1 year after the initial order adding an Engine tune to a DSG tune or the other way around will be charged as 

listed without package discount. If updates are available for the TVS tune the customer already has these can be 

requested without additional charge. 

 

After 1 year the software will be charged as listed without any additional discount. 

5. Warranty replacements 
 
For all replacements covered by factory warranty, so for all vehicles that are younger than 3 years and are repaired 
under factory warranty, we supply new files without any additional charge. For these vehicles new files due factory 
software updates are also free of charge. 
 
For all replacements which are not covered by factory warranty we supply new files without additional charge within 1 
year after the initial order. 
 
For all replacements which are not covered by factory warranty, and/or are older than 1 year, we charge 198 EUR 
handling for the similar tune but must likely the latest update is required which will be charged without any additional 
discount. 
 
Please note that returning back to stock must be done through the TVS system prior replacing any DSG component!  
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4.2.2 Special discount for promotion vehicles  

 
TVS is always happy to help Dealers with the promotion of the TVS brand and TVS hardware and software 
products. Therefore we offer special discounts on TVS software products for certain interesting promotion 
cases. Guidelines to meet in order to be able to receive additional promotion discount: 
 
  - Vehicle is registered to the company 
  - Vehicle is 5 years old maximum 
  - Clearly visible TVS (logo) stickers on the vehicle 
  - The vehicle will be used for demonstration purposes, obtaining promotional videos, pictures, etc. 
  - All promotional material will be shared with TVS 
 
Please note that TVS decides if the vehicle is suitable for promotion and if additional promotion discount will be 
used or not! The actual discount rate will be determined per situation. 
 
Please contact: Sales@TVSengineering.nl for more information! 
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4.3 DSG stages explained 
 

Please refer to the dealer download section for more information about the DSG software stages. This 

information can be found in the actual pricelist/software/stages explanation folder in the download section. 

 

Basically there are 6 options as listed below: 

 

 
Drivability Basic  

Torque limiter 
High torque 

Max torque 
Most options Special options Race clutch 

 
Upgrade Stock clutch 

Drivability upgrade √ X X X X X X 

Stage 1 X √ X X X X X 

Stage 2 X √ √ X √ X X 

Stage 2+ √ √ √ X √ X X 

Stage 3 √ √ √ √ √ √ X 

Stage 4 √ √ √ X √ √ √ 

 

 

This list should only be used for indication; always refer to the correct list found in the download center. 
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4.4 Data logging after ECU tuning 
 

After tuning any engine, data logging is required to ensure that the engine is operating properly. Even with 

perfect off shelf and proven performance software flashes it is always recommended to check at least the 

basics. Many factors can affect the actual engine performance and issues with the vehicles hardware might 

result in drivability issues or bad performance.  

Dealers who want to do engine tuning WILL need a decent diagnostic tool with fault code extraction and data 

logging functionality. Any decent diagnostic tool with data logging functionality can be used, but recommended 

is the most common and widely available VAG-COM. If a dealer doesn’t have any diagnostic tools yet, or their 

diagnostic tool is insufficient, we always recommend buying VAG-COM. 

The basics about data logging and using VAGCOM can found on the Ross-Tech website: 

http://www.ross-tech.com/vcds/tour/logging.php 

When performing a data log, always make sure that: 

- Correct fuel is being used, so the fuel grade that the car will run on in the future. 

- ESP off 

- Air-conditioning off 

 Performing data logs: 

- At least 4
th

 gear  

- WOT (wide open throttle) from 1500 to redline 

- Data log the channels as instructed by TVS 

- Use the highest possible logging sample rate (check UDS and “Turbo mode”) 

- Perform at least 3 logging runs 

These basics will be checked during data logging (varies per model): 

- Engine speed   - Camshaft timing 

- Ignition timing   - Waste-gate control 

- Boost pressure  - etc.  

- Lambda conrol 

- Fuel pressures 

Basically Dealers can check if the actual engine data matches the specified data within a tolerance of 10%. 

Ignition timing retardation maximum 5-6⁰ depending on (environmental) conditions. TVS will instruct the 

dealer what exactly to check when requesting an engine tune. Sometimes standard VAG-COM labels files can 

be used. If available these can be found in the download section or will be send together with the tuned file.  

High performance vehicles or special projects must always be handled with care. Don’t WOT without knowing 
that the basics are fine and always apply throttle with care. If the car doesn’t run well on part load it will most 
likely also not perform right under full load!!  
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5. Parts-supply (replacement parts) 
 
TVS Engineering supplies gearboxes, mechatronics, clutches and flywheels for any VAG DSG application. 
 
Refer to the hardware price list documents found in the dealer download section for the latest pricings and 
information.  
 
 

  
  

 
 
 
Ordering parts must be done directly from our Part-supply department: 
 

Parts-supply  
parts@tvsengineering.nl 
Whatsapp: +31 636 349 316 

 
All part requests must be done by email and contain the following information: 
 

1) VIN of the vehicle 
2) Description of the needed part (Mechatronic, Clutch, gearbox etc.) 
3) Type of part needed : new, used or overhauled  

 
Whatsapp can only be used to for notification purposes, don’t order through whatsapp 
 
Please note that we only supply the products found in the documents and no parts like sensors, valves etc. 
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6. Tuning hardware 
 

TVS offers a wide range of tuning hardware products. DSG products vary from DSG racing clutches to DQ500 

conversions. For engine tuning we offer Supercharger kits, Turbocharger upgrade solutions and Turbo  

conversions. 

 

For ordering parts and/or additional information please contact: 

Tuning hardware  

  duncan@tvsengineering.nl 

6.1 DSG Race clutches 

 
Since 2005 TVS Engineering is the pioneer in developing DSG software and hardware upgrades. Over the years 

we have been developing and further perfecting our DSG products. The TVS DQ250 DSG racing clutches are 

running strong for years now without any major modifications after the first release back in 2009. Based on this 

knowledge and experience we further expanded our DSG racing clutches program with the DQ380, DQ381, 

DQ500 and DL501. 

TVS DSG Racing clutches are designed to increase clutch torque capacity to 

 the maximum without sacrificing reliability or drivability. To achieve this we 

 carefully balanced the friction surface area, friction materials, plate designs 

and clutch pack shimming. Over the years we have learned that a perfect 

balance is the key for a good DSG racing clutch. Too often we see clutches 

with too many friction plates, too thin steel plates and bad friction plate 

designs. All of this has a negative effect on the reliability and drivability of 

the DSG transmission. Too many plates will increase the friction of the 

clutch resulting in reduced drivability and gear synchronizing issues (noises) 

nowhere near the factory drivability. Too thin plates, often directly resulting 

from adding more plates, will reduce the clutch thermal capacity. 

The following list shows when a racing clutch is advice and/or needed. 

 

. 

 

 

For more information and/or promotion please  

refer to the promotion material folder in the  

download section.  There a promotion flyer 

can be found. 
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6.2 DQ500 conversions 
 

On high power applications almost all VAG DSG gearboxes will have mechanical limitations resulting in a very 

limited lifespan and/or gearbox failure.  Even with our DSG racing clutches and unique DSG software solutions 

gearboxes will not withstand all power potential from true high performance engines.  

TVS is proud to be the first company in the world offering plug&play DQ500 upgrade solutions for all VAG 

DQ200, DQ250, DQ380 and DQ381 applications. These gearboxes can be found in all VAG DSG vehicles from 

2004 up to 2018 (and onwards) with 1.8 to 3.6 L transverse installed engines. Most common applications: R32& 

R36 turbo vehicles, 2.0 TSI & TFSI high power vehicles etc. TVS Engineering is running DQ500 conversions for 

years already and even on R36 Bi-turbo solutions with outputs of 800Hp and close to 1000Nm no problems 

occur! 
     Maximum Torque         Maximum Torque    Mechanical 

Gearbox model          Stock clutch            TVS DSG racing clutch     Gearbox limit 

 

DQ200     400Nm       NA   400Nm 

DQ250   600Nm   750Nm   700Nm 

DQ380    700Nm   850Nm    800Nm 

DQ381    700Nm   850Nm    800Nm 

DQ500    800Nm   1000Nm     >1000Nm 

 

For the DQ250 transmission it is advisable to consider our DQ500 conversion over our racing clutch for torque 

levels above 650Nm. For the DQ380/DQ381 it is advisable consider our DQ500 gearbox conversion above 

750Nm. For racing applications we always advise to run our DQ500 racing clutch above 700Nm. 

The DQ500 gearbox will handle up to 1000Nm without major issues! 

MQB vehicles: immobilizer and component protection solutions available! 

 

The DQ500 conversion kits contain: 

  - New complete DQ500 gearbox incl. mechatronic (from stock) 

  - TVS DQ500 Conversion software 

  - Immobilizer solutions (if necessary)  

 

Additional parts like flywheels, driveshaft’s, engine mounts are available on request.  

 

For the R32&R36 engines our DQ500 conversion kits includes custom bell housings and custom reinforced 

flywheels to suit these engines.  

 

Software is always the most important factor for these, and any other, DSG upgrade solutions. Over the years 

TVS Engineering developed unique DSG and Engine software to suit these applications. Our unique DSG 

software solutions make basically anything possible. Examples of special DSG software features for DQ500 

conversions: immobilizer solutions, boost on Launch Control features, torque capabilities up to 800Nm on stock 

clutch, 8000RPM shifting, special racing modes etc. 

The engine software is as important as the DSG software as this should not only control the engine correctly, 

but also needs to communicate to the gearbox correctly. Even if the DSG software is perfect and the engine 

software is not as perfect as desired the gearbox will never run as it should.  TVS Engineering developed unique 

engine software solutions for any application. Examples of special engine software features for DQ500 

conversions are: MAP sensors conversion solutions (MAF elimination) with N75 boost control and DSG control 

calibrations up to 800Hp/1000Nm on the stock engine management systems.  
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6.3 Supercharger kits 
 
TVS Engineering offers plug&play supercharger upgrade kits for VAG R32, R32FSI and R36 engines. Since the 
development back in 2009 our R32 Supercharger solutions are running strong without issues and/or major 
further improvements. Even for the 2.3 V5 and 2.8 V6 solutions are available. Please refer to our website 
and/or dealer download section for more information: 
 
http://www.tvsengineering.nl/performance 
  
Please note that dealers get special discounts on these supercharger kits. Please refer to the Tuning Hardware 
folder in the download section for more information. 
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6.4 Turbocharger upgrades 

 
Turbocharger upgrades information will be added here later.  
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7. Promotion material 
 

TVS engineering offers standard promotion material which can be used for promotion purposes by their 

dealers. This material can be found on our website and in the promotion material folder in the dealer 

download section.  Additional information and/or brochures, flyers, logos etc. can be requested through: 

Parts-supply  

parts@tvsengineering.nl 

Whatsapp: +31 636 349 316 

7.1 Brochures 
 

Several brochures are available in the promotion material folder in the download section. 

All promotion material is mainly in English. In case another language is desired please feel free to request the 

source files of the documents so you can arrange the translation yourself. It is also possible to send us the 

translated text only so we can create new flyers in the desired language. 

Please note that hard copies can be requested through the email details listed above. 

In case anything new is created please always share with TVS. 

 

7.2 Stickers & badges 
 
TVS offers a large variety off promotion stickers, badges and license plate holder. 
 
Please refer to the promotion material folder in download section for more information.   
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8. DSG Repair information 
 

DSG repair information will be added here later.  
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9. TVS DSG diagnostics & repair philosophy 
 

TVS diagnostics & repair philosophy will be added here later. 
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Dear new Dealer, 

 

Welcome to the TVS family. We are looking forward to a successful cooperation! 

Please log in to the download section on our website for all necessary information: 

 

  http://www.tvsengineering.nl/nl/dealer  

 

  Username: dealer  

 Password: 2018 

 

Here the following information can be found:  

  

 - Dealer instruction manual  

 - Flashtool program & instructions   

 - Actual pricelists   

 - Promotion material   

 - Repair information   

 - Tuning hardware  

  

 

The TVS dealer instruction manual will guide you through your TVS Dealership.  Please read all 

information carefully and perform all further steps accordingly. This document covers almost all 

subjects, from installation and activation of the flash tool to ordering replacements parts etc. 

 

If anything missing or not clear please contact our sales department: 

sales@tvsengineering.nl 

 


